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What would you do if you heard someone abusing a helpless child in the bedroom next to yours?
How would you feel if no one -- not even the police -- could protect him from his sick, twisted mother
and his hard-drinking father? What would you do if it took over a year for that child to find safety?
Read one woman's real-life diary about the terrible, continuing child abuse she heard clearly, night
after night. Three-year-old Kevin was the victim, betrayed by the parents who should have protected
him.This isn't a nice story. It's not a novel. It's raw and told in actual diary entries. Day by day and
month by month, the author describes what she heard, what she saw, and how she tried to get help
for little Kevin. This is a true story of child abuse, and it describes real events in the state of New
Hampshire during 2011 and 2012. It's a harsh plea for child abuse awareness.
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Not sure where to begin. The author comes off as a nosey neighbor who spends a lot of time
peeking out of her peep hole and peering from behind curtains. She describes the 'abuse' in such

detail but also vaguely if that makes any sense. There were several times she could have gotten
help for this child, like when he was home alone and leaning over the 3rd floor balcony. Instead she
chose to do very little and get for material for her 'book'. If the 'abuse' she describes were taking
place, the child would have had bruises if not broken bones. Being that by her own statement the
child rarely wore more than underpants, any bruises would be on display for all to see. I find this
'book' too be embellished if not mostly fabricated. I wish I would have read the reviews before
purchasing.

This is not a story; it is a merely a list of one woman's accounts of noises and observations of
suspected abuse next door. Repetitive. She hears noises, calls police or child protective, nothing
happens. There is no documentation to support her claims; she assumes the banging on the walls
are evidence of abuse. With all of her accounts, I was left wondering if she was simply overreacting,
or whether she should have been fighting harder to intervene. There was no ending or closure to the
story, so why did I pay for this so-called book?

I have been reading adults books for about 20 years I read about 200 book every year and this is by
far the worse book I have read it was so bad for the first time in life I skipped pages. The best part
was when author said that the item that hit the wall was 8-12" or something REALLY ????? I was
hoping to read what colour it was. If there was a real abuse I could not have lived with my self
knowing that was happening. I would not have been siting there listening and making up stories. It's
obvious author has no life and has to entertain her self with other people's business and after a
while imagination took over. A child that is thrown against a wall and hit so much WILL have marks
and bruises especially visible because he was in underpants most of the time. There was neglect
but abuse to the point that the author makes us believe I don't think so. I feel sorry for them glad
they didn't have to deal with psychotic neighbour like the author.

The book is boring and badly written. There are no real story and the author sounds like a nosy
neighbor with too much time on her hands

This was so hard to get into and very redundant. I tried and tried to read it but it never goes
anywhere, just repetition. I wished I had never ordered it.

This woman is every parent's nightmare. How can any remotely intelligent reader believe her to be

anything more than a nosey troublemaker who resents having to live amongst those she so obviosly
deems beneath her social status. She starts us off bragging about the fact that this rotten piece of
conjecture has sold over 10 thousand copies. I truly hope if that number is accurate, she can take
my money and donate it to the kids help phone. It is people like her that tie up resourses and delay
help to actual victims. Her very description of a toddler as a "extremely bad" child, leaves one
wondering how twisted her point of view truly is. There is zero believability to any of this. A small
child repeatedly slammed into walls and then constantly seen in only his underwear without a mark
on him? A woman who has made it her job to spy on an entire building of miscreants she is forced
to live amonqst. She either has the worst luck ever with neighbors or is just a self righteous
newsbag. My kids are grown now, but had I had to endure this woman as my neighbor I would have
been scared to let them play for fear she'd hear abuse in ever sound. I'm actually stunned that one
of her horrible neighbors didn't punch her in the nose. I truly hope this is the made up nonsense
Ibelieve it to be and if not, congrats on profiting on child abuse. To use your own over used word
"ick".

This book was terrible. Whether the abuse went on or not is left to speculation. What is far more
obvious is that the author of the book was far too bored and had way too much time on her hands
which was spent trying to decipher each and every sound that came from her neighbors house.
When you share a floor,ceiling, wall area in close quarters with other people you better make darn
sure that you really know what is going on, otherwise it can cause a whole world of hell for the
family being accused unless of course they are guilty and that is a whole different set of
circumstances. This book was truly awful.

What a let down, OMG! I read and read boring repetitious page after page just to finally get to the
end thinking I'd know what happened, to see there is a second book! I only tortured myself to finish
cause I wanted to know if they removed the child finally. Guess I'll suffer by never knowing, I just
can't read more in the slow boring style. Sorry really I am but I am soooooooo disappointed
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